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ABSTRACT 

Name   : Muhammad Syarif Hidayatullah 

Reg. Number  : 40300114020 

Major   : English and Literature Department 

Faculty  : Adab and Humanities 

Title   : Imagery Found in Kahlil Gibran‟s Selected Poems 

Consultant I : Barsihannor 

Consultant II : Nahdhiyah 

 

This thesis discusses the imagery in Kahlil Gibran‟s selected poems. The 

objectives of the research are to find out the use of types of imagery and to 

describe the purposes conveyed through the use of imagery in Kahlil Gibran‟s 

selected poems. This research used qualitative descriptive method. The data were 

analysed based on Laurence Perrine‟s theory.  

The result of this study shows the poem entitled “Love”, the researcher 

found organic, visual, auditory, tactile, and kinesthetic imagery; “Eating and 

Drinking” consists of imagery; visual, olfactory, tactile, auditory, gustatory, 

organic, and kinesthetic imagery in structure of poem‟s lyrics; and “Marriage” 

consists of visual, auditory, organic, tactile, and kinesthetic imagery. This study 

also found purpose: “Love”, poet tried to tell readers regard with the purpose of 

love; in “Eating and Drinking”, poet expressed to tell readers about the purpose of 

to remind reader to have a good life, and invite reader to re-think about the 

innocent of purer spirit; spirit who will go back in God. In “Marriage”, Gibran 

tried to tell readers toward philosophy of love; togetherness, loneliness, trust, and 

consciousness in couple mainly toward God existence. 

Keywords: Imagery, Poems, Kahlil Gibran. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background 

Literature is a term used to paint a written text that using a careful language 

which intended by the writer to be read and heard aesthetically and usually open 

the interpretation (Meyer, 1997: 1 in Retnayanthi). As Culler said that literature is 

the speech acts or textual writing that elicits kind of intention (Culler, 1997: 27). It 

differs from other form of writing, and elicits more the mental picture of reader 

and listener, because literature evokes imagination and as the aesthetic form of 

language, they are such as novel, poem and play. Literature usually distinguishes 

with legal documents, telephone books, magazines, scientific textbooks, and etc. 

(Klarer, 2005: 1). We can conclude that literature is aesthetic and form of writing 

evokes image of in human mind. 

Poem is one of the literary work which colors with selective beautiful and 

artistic words in its form. The words in structure poem are selected to find best 

dictions, so the poem has strength and even trigger to evoke imagination and 

feeling from the poet and also the reader or listener. There are lots of elements of 

poem which evoke the mental picture and bring emotions of the poet and reader. 

Poetry can be many things; it can be philosophical, sentimental, or emotional. It 

can paint a picture, poetry can also political, satirical, or funny, and even just 

informative; it makes differs from other kinds of speaking and especially writing 

(Wolosky, 2001: 3). 
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Imagery is one of the most elements of poetry which contains mental picture 

in every word that poet uses to evoke the experience of reader and elicit 

imagination. Imagery is use of language which makes us create mental picture or 

form an image in our minds which is being spoken; we image it (Smith, 1985: 

68). Poetry is fraught with many images and highly figurative in all kinds and 

forms. Differ from other kinds of languages or ordinary language, poetry designed 

the image of reader‟s mind and produce impression, while ordinary language is 

denotative and directly conveys its meaning, poetic language is connotative and 

elicits sensuous, metaphor, and experience of reader and listener in all types of 

poems. 

Imagery is constructive element which contains in all types of poems. It is the 

language use that gives us medium to hear, see, and think as long as poet thinks 

and paints the poem. Perrine defines imagery as representation of several 

experience and imagination through language as medium (1984), and Daniel also 

affirmed imagery is words and phrases which produced the experience to the 

readers and poet (1973). Imagery obviously stimulates reader to think and sense 

what is being transfer in reader or listener mind through poem by the poet. 

Understanding of literature is departure from text, social, and reader. They are 

aspects of literature which influence each other. Reader must know these aspects 

because without relative good comprehension, someone just gets confuse to 

understand literature, in this case we need to know how a poem constructs their 

words in diction and elements to create message, a purpose of poem that conveys 

to reader.  
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A reader of literary work at which reading a poem, they find that a poem 

create an image in their mind. So, it is important to do an analysis of imagery 

contains in the poem so that every reader know what poet expect and want to 

convey to the reader through a poem. Many of readers approximately read and 

enjoy the aesthetic aspect of a poem without conjure up what elements are that 

structure of poem evokes the reader mind or why the poem wrote for. This 

research relate to the questions above will try to know how and what elements that 

elicit aesthetic, image, and bring experience of the reader when they read a poem, 

in this case what kinds of imagery contain in poem and message as the purpose of 

the poems. 

In this research, the researcher analyzes the Kahlil Gibran‟s selected poems. 

The researcher chooses the poems of Kahlil Gibran because he is the one of well-

known poet famous with his characters and sophisticated poems he made. He is 

the poet who paints his poems with wisdom as Katleen Raine notes “Gibran, is a 

man who trying in re-visioning Christianity dogma in the light of Islamic form or 

Sufism in all his works… inspired teachers of the modern world (through all his 

poems he wrote)” (Bushrui & Jenkins, 1998: vii). He is not only a poet in 

common but also poet who famous with his beautiful insight of speak humanity 

through all his poems and poet who able to collaborate of two big cultures; East 

and West. So indeed in his poem, Gibran trying in speak for reconcile opposite, 

create harmony on human lives through teaching of humanity in all his writing 

rather than argued our differences. Raine further said that “If someone mind had 
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spoken and written through their many voices in several works, merely hard to 

find a writer who more eloquent or beautiful than the voice of Kahlil Gibran”. 

Analyzing selected poems of Kahlil Gibran, researcher really evokes 

intellectual aspect and it stimulates researcher tries to know his beautiful poem 

and a judicious poet that coloring his poem with vivid, abstract and wise 

utterances reflected in his poems. Kahlil Gibran became one of the writers who 

The Prophet very most widely read literary work with his adopted tongue than 

many writers in his era. Kahlil Gibran‟s works is a rare and bring distinctive style 

of ancient wisdom and Sufism; despite of the writer lived in New York 1912 until 

1931. He is an oriental who speak philosophy and style of East in Western world. 

Kahlil Gibran is writer comes from two big cultures that destroy the barriers of 

East and West, a Lebanese ardently expressed his thought and belief trough his 

work.  

The Prophet Kahlil Gibran is most widely poem that has read in twentieth 

century in position after T. S. Eliot and W. B. Yeats‟s works, as well as most 

widely read book in century (The Book of The Century in Bushrui: 1998). So it is 

amazing how Kahlil Gibran could be a famous and fame in his work, in this case 

his collection poems The Prophet and it will give better comprehension to analyze 

his vivid and elusive idea thought. Analyze the work of Kahlil Gibran is one of 

honors and deliberately open interpretation, as Ingarden and Iser suggest that 

every text also literary work has Unbestimmtheitsstellen; an empty place that 

reader needs to analyze, describe it, and interpret it by their interpretation (A. 
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Teeuw, 1984: 202). That is why, Researcher interested in analyzing the imagery 

of Kahlil Gibran in selective poems. 

The researcher chooses the poems Love, Eating and Drinking, and Marriage 

as samples in this research. These poems deliberately contain thoughts, vivid 

utterances and color with imagery which enjoyable to analyze, beside that these 

poems popular in teenagers, even adult one when the poems have deep meaning 

which usually coming up in many opportunity since its production and till modern 

live. 

 

B. Problem Statement 

Based on the background, during the analysis process, it is important to make 

specification of problem to be analyzed. It helps the researcher to avoid ambiguity 

of the analysis and get the description clearly about the object of the analysis 

itself. In this analysis, the researcher finds and decides some problems that needed 

to answer further. They are: 

1. What types of imagery are used in Kahlil Gibran‟s selected poems? 

2. What are purposes conveyed through the use of imagery in Kahlil 

Gibran‟s selected poems? 
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C. Objective of The Research 

In relating to the problem statement, the objective of this research to find out:  

1. To find the types of imagery in Kahlil Gibran‟s selected poems. 

2. To describe the purposes conveyed through the use of imagery in 

Kahlil Gibran‟s selected poems. 

 

D. Significance of The Research 

Significance of this research has two aspects, they are theoretically and 

practically. 

a. Theoretically 

1. The analysis and finding of the research will serve the scientific 

reference in study of imagery contain in poems and kinds of image in 

study of poem. 

2. This research will enrich science treasure and study of poetry in 

literary studies. 

b. Practically 

1. This research will serve understanding of how the use of implicit 

words or sentences especially imagery used in poems and also in our 

interaction live. 

2. The miscommunication of message of poem can be reduced since the 

using of imagery in poem. 

3. The research can be used for alternative reference in teaching, 

appreciation, and literary critics or literary study. 
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4. It will give understanding of values insight and thought that lay down 

in every poem.  

5. It will give stimulate other researchers conduct literary research deeply 

in further. 

 

E. Scope of The Research 

This research focused and emphasized on find the types of imagery and 

purpose of the use of imagery in Kahlil Gibran‟s selected poems. The poems will 

analyze are Love, Eating and Drinking, and Marriage.  
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

A. Previous Finding 

Nursyal (2009), in his thesis Imagery and Figurative Language Analysis in 

Two Poems By Robert Pinsky. Writer used qualitative method and analyzed the 

poems by reading and explicating the poem and also paraphrasing the poem 

intensively in order to find the imagery and figurative language of Robert Pinsky 

poems. The writer analyzed two poems; there are entitled In Berkeley and The 

Unseen. Writer found some types of imagery and figurative language. Those are 

visual imagery, olfactory imagery, simile, personification, symbol, metaphor, 

hyperbole, irony, and paradox. 

Harliani (2014) in her thesis The Power of Imagery in Suzanne Collin‟s Novel 

“Catching Fire”. The method used is qualitative method. The writer found five 

types of imagery in the novel. They are visual imagery, auditory imagery, 

olfactory imagery, gustatory imagery, and kinesthetic imagery and also found the 

power of imagery used in the novel. 

Nahdhiyah (2004), in her thesis Spiritual Values in Khalil Gibran‟s “The 

Prophet”. In this research method used is descriptive method. The writer found 

five values. They are primary value, positive value, absolute value, closed value, 

and relative value which are delivered by Gibran. 
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Hidayat J. F. (2015) in her thesis Imagery Found in Taylor Swift‟s Selected 

Songs. The method used is descriptive qualitative method. This research found 

three types of imagery in the song lyrics. They were auditory imagery, visual 

imagery, and organic imagery and the researcher found also the expression and 

experience used by songwriter in some image of the songs as the message of song 

lyrics. 

Based on the previous finding above, there are similarity in the topic research 

among them and this research try to analyzing the imagery in the literary work. 

The differences in the second and third previous finding are in the object of the 

analysis. The researcher takes the previous finding in order to takes some 

information and it makes as the references to make the research stronger. 

 

B. Definition of Imagery 

Perrine defines imagery as representation of several experiences and 

imaginations through language (1984), imagery is words and phrases which 

produced the experience to the reader‟s and poet‟s mind (1973). We create mental 

picture through words that has spoken or written so we image the word in daily 

experience (Smith, 1985: 86). Poetry directly appeals to our sense through 

rhythm, and its music when it read loudly by the reader. Before the rhythm and 

music, indirectly poetry appeals to our sense through imagery as the use of 

language which represents the imagination and experience (Perrine: 49). Image 

help us to see, hear, feel, and think about the use of language by a poet or help us 

to understand what is being said or impression that the poet wants to convey to 
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reader through vivid poems and deliberately makes us to get the meaning as 

purpose of poem. In literary work and especially poem, image refers to the things 

that may be seen or felt rise after we read or hear poetry. 

Imagery however, the word suggests with visual sense, eyesight or things we 

can be seen in our mind‟s eyes; usually this definition used in the past and was not 

broadened. Nowadays imagery is not only visual sense which directs our eyesight, 

but also includes all the senses. As Perrine in Sense and Sense said that „but 

imagery may also represents sound (auditory imagery); a smell (olfactory 

imagery); a taste (gustatory imagery); a touch (tactile imagery); an internal 

sensation (organic imagery); or movement (kinesthetic imagery). Although 

images predominate by eyesight, but usually followed by another images, the 

main point of imagery is evoke the reader mind and form mental picture in order 

to suggest meaning without poet directly uses denotative meaning or explicitly 

conveys the true meaning. The image can be movement, smell, a taste, hearing, or 

followed by other images. It lies on every poem and be an elements of its 

structure. 

Imagery as the artistic matter of literary work had also found in Quran verse 

18 of Sura 81, QS At- Takwir/81: 18  

 

ۡبح  و      ٨١إ ذ ا ت ن فَّس   ٱلصُّ

18. By the morning when it breathes 
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Sayyid Qutb as the one of the Muslim Thinkers and as a Mufassir 

(Commentator) of the Quran explained this Ayah or verse according to him, was 

an a expression of the peaceful, in which quiet life comes from morning‟s breathe 

which filling up all the entity and creatures with activity (Qutb, 1992, 1994). 

Image that portrayed in the verse above is tactile imagery that represents touching 

like a cold temperature comes in the morning condition. It gives image of 

quietness and cold moment in every morning time. Literary aspect; imagery as 

one of importance aspects of Quran makes the every verses and unity of the whole 

Quran become memorable and enjoyable for its readers. Qutb in his writing “al-

Ta‟wir al-Fanni fi‟l-Qur‟an” stated: “The time has come to study the Qur‟an as a 

literary book and to examine it from a completely artistic point of view”. (Fayyad, 

1976 in Rahman, etc., 2015: 219). 

Based on some of definitions and theory of imagery, the researcher concludes 

that imagery is set of elements of images constructed by an author or poet as 

representation of experience and expression in poem used language as medium. 

Poet uses imagery to stimulate the imagination of reader and form mental picture. 

It may also deliberately the way of poet to convey the meaning as the purpose of 

poem to the reader, use language as the medium of literary work to paint the 

message of the poems. So, the reader can recognize and figure it out the meaning 

of the poem. 
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C. Types of Imagery 

Imagery in the past just only refers to visual imagery but it has changed by 

many analyses of the literary theorists and many genres in the literature, especially 

applied in poems. 

Imagery as Perrine said that an image is not only visual, it can also be 

represents a sound as auditory imagery; a smell as olfactory imagery; an internal 

sensation such as hunger, thirst, fatigue, or nausea as organic imagery; a taste as 

gustatory imagery; touch such as wetness, hardness, softness, or heat and cold as 

tactile imagery; or movement or tension in the muscles or joints as kinesthetic 

imagery. Imagery can refer to visual or sensual qualities and non-sensual qualities 

like love, hate, peace, fear, nervous and other emotions which evoke someone 

when read the poem and other literary works.  

Poetry completed by image and image lies in every poem and as diction of a 

poet when they create the structure and arrange the poem. This has affirmed 

Perrine stated that imagery as representation of several experiences and 

imaginations through language (Perrine, 1992: 49). Imagery is collection of 

images that shapes the reader‟s mind when a poem is read aloud in particular 

opportunity. But it appeals indirectly to our sense through imagery use language 

as medium. And poetic word used to produce the kinds of image as mental picture 

in the mind of reader or listener (Mahfouz, 2012: 201). Poetic mental image 

produce in one‟s mind relates with physical senses like visual, tactile, auditory, 

olfactory, organic, gustatory, and kinesthetic. Hence, almost all basic poetry in 

English pervade with these imagery, but many poets use particular kinds of 
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imagery restricted or bound with just with particular themes, but in fact all kinds 

of imagery contains in every structures of poem in English poetry by a poet. 

Mahfouz stated therefore nature, aging, death, social, and time, many associate 

with an unlimited open set of images or constitute that enrich the structure of the 

poem. 

According to Perrine (1992) there are seven types of imagery. So, these here 

kinds of imagery complete with example of words or phrases represent each of 

types of imagery: 

 

1. Visual Imagery 

Visual imagery is kind of imagery that appeal sight sense and most of the 

poem represent visual because poems are basically visible and conjure up reader‟s 

sight. It appeals and describes something that we can see and create in our mind 

by a poet. Visual imagery includes colors, shape, size, physical features and any 

words or phrases that can detect by eyes. Reader of poetry will easily conjure up 

the visual images of the poem through seeing visible image creating in the poem. 

Example: 

 

The gray sea and the long black land 

And the yellow half-moon large and low 

And the started little waves that leap 

In fiery ringlets from their sleep 

-Robert Browning 

 

From the example above, Browning tries to paint his poem by using the image 

that evoke our visual sense The gray sea and the long black land And the yellow 
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half-moon large and low, we can see the sea, long black land and half-moon that 

is appear in the poem as appear as in our mind. 

 

2. Auditory imagery  

Auditory imagery is kind of imagery that represent sound. Also known as 

aural imagery that something we can hear after a poem was read. Poet uses this 

imagery in order to assign the audio signal of things. Example: 

 

Hear the sledges with the bells 

Silver bells! 

What a world of merriment their melody 

Foretells! 

How they tinkle, tinkle, tinkle 

In the icy air of night 

-Edgar Allan Poe 

 

Edgar Allan Poe describes how the sound of the bell is tinkle and tinkle 

through its sound that produced in the icy air of night. It stimulates our auditory 

sense obviously with content of the poem. 

 

3. Olfactory imagery 

It is stimulates smell to the reader and anything that describes smell. Writer 

usually use olfactory imagery to describe the smell of something or quality of 

things that appeal smell sense. Poet can appeal the smell through the use of 

olfactory imagery with the poetic words to produce smell sense of the reader. H. 

W. Longfellow writes: 
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They silently inhale 

The clover-scented gale 

And the favors that arise 

From the well-watered and smoking soil 

 

Poem above entitled  Rain in Summer conjures up clearly in the reader‟s mind 

about smell the speaker experiences when the rainfall or after the rainfall with 

silently inhale, clover-scented gale, from the well-watered that fall and the aroma 

of smoking soil that arise from wet soil. They evoke smell and produce picture 

about the experience of rainfall by the poet, indeed reader also.  

 

4. Gustatory imagery 

Gustatory imagery is something that represented a taste. We can say that it 

something that evoke reader to taste or flavor of thing.  Example of gustatory 

imagery: 

 

She is as sweet as red apple 

 

When the reader reads the word sweet, the reader will also imagine the sweet 

of an apple when they eat as usual. Or another example of candied apple, quince, 

and plum, and gourd with jellies soother than the creamy curd. It describes 

dessert with quince, plum and gourd and also the taste of creamy curd. 
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5. Tactile imagery 

Tactile imagery is an image that represents hardness, softness, wetness, heat or 

cold. In other word, it is an image represent touching. Example of John Milton 

poem: 

 

A dungeon horrible, on all side round, 

As one great furnace flamed 

 

Poem above explains that a dungeon horrible in every side of its walls with 

situation of dungeon as one great furnace that flamed. It gives us picture like 

sense to be there and touch the dungeon wall with its furnace flamed. 

 

6. Organic imagery 

According to Perrine, organic imagery is kind of images that represent internal 

organic feeling sensation such as hunger, thirst, fatigue, or nausea as biological 

feeling. It is also the speaker feels. Example of Robert Frost‟s poem: 

 

It‟s when I‟m weary of considerations 

And life is too much like a pathless wood 

 

Frost brings the reader to sense of fatigue and purposelessness in line. It 

describes about feeling tired and need for rest.  
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7. Kinesthetic imagery 

Kinesthetic imagery is kind of image represents the movements. It can be 

human, animal or things that move or appeal sense of movement through image of 

the poem. It can also describe about something moving. Example of the W. B. 

Yeats poem: 

 

A sudden blow: the great wings beating still 

Above the staggering girl 

 

Reader imagines that there is a bird movement above of a girl standing. It is 

stimulate sense of reader to conjure up the movement or something that poet 

describes in the poem. 

Based on those classifications types of imagery above, there are seven types of 

imagery which contain in every poem, the image directs our mind to image it and 

stimulate the human experiences. In this research, the researcher will use Perrine‟s 

theory (1992: 49) to find the types of imagery and purposes conveyed in Kahlil 

Gibran‟s selected poems. 
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D. Poem 

Poetry is the ancient form of literary work that always exists in human 

civilization and social lives. As one of the genre of literary, poem had been used 

as medium aesthetic and expression. Poem is expression, thought and feeling that 

awakening and stimulating human imagination sense with rhythmic arrangement, 

they recorded and expressed with interesting memorable in such as many ways 

(Pradopo, 1997: 7). The word Poetry comes from Greek language, “Poieo or 

Poises” meaning as “making, forming, creating (the words), or the art of poetry, or 

a poem”. (Halim, 2017: 15). 

Poem had been used primitive till modern people; civilized people have 

cultivated it as the medium to express the thought, feeling, and critics. Poem 

recites and writes in written form or orally listened by any condition of people. So 

it is an enjoyments for people, not only as aesthetic and amuse, but poem also to 

be the media expression of human existence and point of view (world view) of 

people‟s live during they convey the poem to other people as they live as with 

others, it is affirmed by Ollila and Jantas stated that poetry is kind of verbal or 

written language structured rhythmically to tell story, emotion, idea or thought or 

even state of being of human (Ollila & Jantas, 2006: 1). 

Every poem has structures and images that coloring their form, the image of 

poem comes from the poet in order to create (as the meaning of poem) and make 

several particular effects to the reader, so meaning as purpose and its articulation 

can be understand by the reader and of course it brings also the aesthetic in the 

poem both for the poet or reader. 
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Poem differs from prose and drama, the poem has unique characteristic such 

rhyme, rhythm, and compose in verse and really absolutely clever in diction and 

structure. Poem is elusive than other genre of literary work, because it is 

contraction form of language that contain figures of language and full of images in 

its structure form, so read poem and to get the purposes needs a good 

comprehension toward the use of image by the poet even need understanding 

surrounding the work being read or analyzed, because it is full of image that used 

by the poet in order to conveys meaning as purposes of a poem than poet uses 

ordinary language in common. Poem in modern era is different with old era; there 

are many differences in its structures and forms. Poetry in modern era quiet 

resemble with prose because almost there is no pattern rhyme and rhythm 

(Pradopo, 1997, 4).  

Even though poem is contraction and even elusive with its image and figure of 

speech but they still use language as the medium to convey the meaning, so based 

on the explanation above we can know meaning of the poem through process of 

reading and understanding the poem in order to get the explanation and analysis of 

the poem, finally to find the message as the purposes of the poems. 
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E. Selected Poems 

1. Love 

Then said Almitra, Speak to us of Love. (L=1) 

And he raised his head and looked upon the people, and there fell stillness upon 

them. And with a great voice he said: (L=2) 

When love beckons to you, follow him, (L=3) 

Though his ways are hard and steep. (L=4) 

And when his wings enfold you yield to him, (L=5) 

Though the sword hidden among his pinions may wound you. (L=6) 

And when he speaks to you believe in him. (L=7) 

Though his voice may shatter your dreams as the north wind lays waste the 

garden. (L=8) 

 

 

For even as love crowns you so shall he crucify you. Even as he is for your growth 

so is he for your pruning. (L=9) 

Even as he ascends to your height and caresses your tenderest branches that 

quiver in the sun, (L=10) 

So shall he descend to your roots and shake them in their clinging to the earth. 

(L=11) 

Like sheaves of corn he gathers you unto himself. (L=12) 

He threshes you to make you naked. (L=13) 

He sifts you to free you from your husks. (L=14) 

He grinds you to whiteness. (L=15) 

He kneads you until you are pliant; (L=16) 

And then he assigns you to his sacred fire, that you may become sacred bread for 

God‟s sacred feast. (L=17) 

 

All these things shall love do unto you that you may know the secrets of your 

heart, and in that knowledge become a fragment of Life‟s heart. (L=18) 

But if in your fear you would seek only love‟s peace and love‟s pleasure. (L=19) 

Then it is better for you that you cover your nakedness and pass out of love‟s 

threshing-floor, (L=20) 

Into the seasonless world where you shall laugh, but not all of your laughter, and 

weep, but not all of your tears. (L=21) 

Love gives naught but itself and takes naught but from itself. (L=22) 

Love possesses not nor would it be possessed; (L=23) 

For love is sufficient unto love. (L=24) 

 

 

When you love you should not say, „God is in my heart, „but rather, „I am in the 

heart of God.‟ (L=25) 

And think not you can direct the course of love, for love, if it finds you worthy, 

directs your course. (L=26) 
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Love has no other desire but to fulfill itself. (L=27) 

But if you love and must needs have desires, let these be your desires: (L=28) 

To melt and be like a running brook that sings its melody to the night. (L=29) 

To know the pain of too much tenderness. (L=30) 

To be wounded by your own understanding of love; (L=31) 

And to bleed willingly and joyfully. (L=32) 

To wake at dawn with a winged heart and give thanks for another day of loving; 

(L=33) 

To rest at the noon hour and meditate love‟s ecstasy; (L=34) 

To return home at eventide with gratitude; (L=35) 

And then to sleep with a prayer for the beloved in your heart and a song of praise 

upon your lips. (L=36) 

 

2. Eating and Drinking 

Then an old man, a keeper of an inn, said, Speak to us of Eating and Drinking. 

And he said: (L=1) 

Would that you could live on the fragrance of the earth, and like an air plant be 

sustained by the light. (L=2) 

But since you must kill to eat, and rob the newly born of its mother‟s milk to 

quench your thirst, let it then be an act of worship. (L=3) 

And let your board stand an altar on which the pure and the innocent of forest 

and plain are sacrificed for that which is purer and still more innocent in man. 

(L=4) 

 

 

When you kill a beast say to him in your heart: (L=5) 

„By the same power that slays you, I too am slain; and I too shall be consumed. 

(L=6) 

„For the law that delivered you into my hand shall deliver me into a mightier 

hand. (L=7) 

„Your blood and my blood is naught but the sap that feeds the tree of heaven.‟ 

(L=8) 

 

 

And when you crush an apple with your teeth, say to it in your heart: (L=9) 

„Your seeds shall live in my body, (L=10) 

„And the buds of your tomorrow shall blossom in my heart, (L=11) 

„And your fragrance shall be my breath, (L=12) 

„And together we shall rejoice through all the seasons.‟ (L=13) 

And in the autumn, when you gather the grapes of your vineyard for the 

winepress, say in your heart: (L=14) 

„I too am a vineyard, and my fruit shall be gathered for the winepress, (L=15) 

„And like new wine I shall be kept in eternal vessels.‟ (L=16) 
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And in winter, when you draw the wine, let there be in your heart a song for each 

cup; (L=17) 

And let there be in the song a remembrance for the autumn days, and for the 

vineyard, and for the winepress. (L=18) 

 

3. Marriage 

Then Almitra spoke again and said, And what of Marriage, master?  

And he answered saying: (L=1) 

You were born together, and together you shall be for evermore. (L=2) 

You shall be together when the white wings of death scatter your days. (L=3) 

Aye, you shall be together even in the silent memory of God. (L=4) 

But let there be spaces in your togetherness. (L=5) 

And let the winds of the heavens dance between you. (L=6) 

 

 

Love one another, but make not a bond of love: (L=7) 

Let it rather be a moving sea between the shores of your souls. (L=8) 

Fill each other‟s cup but drink not from one cup. (L=9) 

Give one another of your bread but eat not from the same loaf. (L=10) 

Sing and dance together and be joyous, but let each one of you be alone, (L=11) 

Even as the strings of a lute are alone through they quiver with the same music. 

(L=12) 

 

 

Give your hearts, but not into each other‟s keeping. (L=13) 

For only the hand of Life can contain your hearts. (L=14) 

And stand together yet not too near together: (L=15) 

For the pillars of the temple stand apart, (L=16) 

And the oak tree and the cypress grow not in each other‟s shadow. (L=17) 

 

(Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet) 
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F. Biography of Kahlil Gibran 

Gibran Khalil Gibran was born in Bisharri, in the land of Lebanon on 6 

January 1883. At twelve he emigrated in the United State with his family consists 

of his mother, half-brother and his two younger sisters. Pronunciation of “Khalil” 

spelling became “Kahlil” to suit with Boston American pronunciation. After lived 

in Boston, Gibran returned to Lebanon to study two years and later four years in 

1902 as the last visit to his native land. Four members Gibran‟s family, three of 

them victims of tuberculosis, Kahlil Gibran‟s first sister Mariana survived until 

beyond 1903 and as Kahlil Gibran himself survived in tuberculosis. 

When at school, Gibran has interest in literature, painting and drawing. Based 

on talents of Kahlil Gibran, Gibran recognized by a famous Boston photographer; 

Fred Holland Day who organized an exhibition for all Gibran paintings at the time 

of twenty-two of Gibran age. Further exhibition organized by Mary Haskell in 

Cambridge School who later to be best friend of Gibran.  

Gibran was not fluent in the English but he began writing for Arabic 

newspaper in his mother tongue (Arabic language), in 1905 he wrote his first book 

Al-Musiqah (Music) followed „Ara‟is Al-Muruj (Nymphs of the Valley) contained 

critical for the State and Church. Gibran back wrote his writing Al-Arwah Al-

Mutamarridah (Spirits of Rebellious) in 1908 and this writing affirmed Gibran as 

rebel man in reputation. 

In his reputation, Mary Haskell gave sponsorship so Kahlil Gibran could learn 

as student at Ecole des Beaux Arts and Academie Julien in Paris also he met 

Auguste Rodin a sculptor, who said that Gibran has enormous works like William 
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Blake in vision of thought, world-view towards State and Church, kindness spirit, 

and distinctive artistic style. Blake and Rodin influenced Gibran‟s paintings and 

drawing also writings.  

While in Paris he sketched paintings of many famous artists like Rodin, Sarah 

Bernhardt, Claude Debussy and W.B. Yeats. In United State he was amazed and 

got impression through humanity vision and create harmony for all entity in the 

universe by Abdul Baha‟, son of the founder of institution Baha‟I Faith which 

departure from its vision; unity in diversity that reflected and can be seen in 

Gibran‟s thinking and philosophy. Susan Reynolds‟s writes that alongside the 

influence of philosophers and many writers, Gibran inspired by Abdul Baha‟ 

neither in The Prophet (1923) nor his writing Jesus, the Son of Man (1928). 

Gibran even said that Abdul Baha‟ was noble and judicious man who could be 

“Holy Spirit” and stated that Abdul Baha‟ inspired for his Jesus, the Son of Man. 

When he went back to Boston, Gibran proposed Mary Haskell who ten years than 

him, but she declined propose and they became best-friend alongside Gibran‟s 

life. 1n 1912, Gibran moved to New York due to advice of his Lebanese friend 

Amin Rihani and rented studio given name “The Hermitage”, he wrote his Al-

Ajninah Al-Mutakassirah (The Broken Wings) a tale of a passion that unrequited, 

and in 1914 Dam‟ah Wa „Ibtisamah (A Tear and A Smile) which consists of 

collection of prose poem. During this time he began corresponding with Lebanese 

and young writer from Egypt; May Ziadah. Gibran and May Ziadah made a 

unique relationship, love passion that took place in their letter corresponding even 

they never meet each other directly. 
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During his time lived in America, he was deliberately fluent in English in 

1918 wrote his first book in English language, The Madman a collection of 

Sufism parables as his mysticism style.  Arabic works Al-Mawakib (The 

Procession) and Al-„Awasif (The Tempests), and also Twenty Drawings 

introduction by Alice Raphael a collection of his artworks. Again Gibran 

published his second book in English language The Forunner as quite similar with 

The Madman.  

Gibran formed a group consists of Arab writers called Arrabitah (The Pen 

Bond), a literary society that shaping style of Arabic Literature in United State. 

One of members was well-known Lebanese writer Mikhail Naimy who became 

closest friend of Gibran. The concept of Sufism which infused in The Prophet and 

his Arabic work Iram Dhat Al-„Imad (Iram, City of Lofty Pillars) in 1921 also 

Gibran smaller work Al-Badayi‟ Wa Al Tarayif (Beautiful and Rare Sayings) 

completed same year his third book The Prophet which published in 1923.  

The Prophet was bring unprecedented and won Gibran universal recognition 

even in American it outsold during twentieth century. Bring major influence and 

distinctive thought and style for society in that time. Time passed by since of The 

Prophet, Gibran‟s health got down by his disease and tried to complete his best 

four books in English; Sand and Foam in 1926, The Earth Gods in 1931, The 

Wanderer was published with recognition in 1932 and the last finest and 

wonderful work tell story about Jesus entitled Jesus, The Son of Man published in 

1928. Gibran has an unfinished work after he died The Garden of The Prophet 

sequel of The Prophet which completed and published in 1933 by Barbara Young; 
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a Gibran‟s closest friend. Kahlil Gibran died diagnosed cirrhosis liver in his age 

forty-eight on 10 April 1931, his body was brought back in his native village; 

Bisharri, Lebanon in which buried in a special resting place but all his works 

resting in history.(Bushrui, 2012: xi-xv).   
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

A. Research Method 

Regarding to analyze the data, the researcher used qualitative descriptive 

method. According to Hancock (2002: 2) stated that qualitative method is 

concerned with developing explanation of social phenomena. The purpose is to 

help us understand the world in which we live and why things are the way they 

are and some kind of human question or curiosity. Qualitative research related 

with the opinions, experiences, and feelings of individuals producing subjective 

data based on the object of the research. 

Descriptive method as Nawawi (1991:63) stated that it can be defined as 

problem solving procedure which is investigated by describes subject/object 

research in this time based on the fact and it is affirmed also by Rosmaidar and 

Wijayanti (2012: 104) stated that descriptive method is used to identify and 

classify the elements or characteristics of the subject and to determine and 

describe or give phenomenon which happened naturally with the facts without 

manipulation. In this research, researcher identified the imagery of the object then 

describes and interprets purposes found in Kahlil Gibran‟s selected poems. 
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B. Source of Data 

The data are directly collected from the literary work itself. In this case the 

poems of Kahlil Gibran entitled The Prophet. They are poem “Love” length 36 

lines, “Eating and Drinking” length 19 lines, and “Marriage” length 18 lines are 

the data source to get the data about imagery and purposes conveyed through the 

poems. 

 

C. Instrument of The Research 

In literary research, instrument in data collection is the researcher themselves. 

According to Siswantoro (2006: 73), instrument in other research field is different 

with literary study. Instrument of test, interview, observation, and so on cannot 

used because of literary research does not need particular treatment as usually 

used in other research fields. 

 

D. Procedure of Data Collection 

The data above were analyzed to answer the research questions. Researcher 

used note taking. Ray in Hidayat (2015:23) defines note taking is a procedure in 

assembling data required by write down the data finding from source of data. By 

using this procedure, the researcher makes some notes from source of data to 

classify and analyze text that related to the object of the research. The complete 

procedures as follows: 

1. The researcher reads the poems several times. 

2. The researcher identifies imagery in selective poems. 
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3. The researcher classifies types of imagery in selective poems. 

4. The researcher interprets each of imagery in selective poems. 

5. The researcher analyzes the purposes that is conveyed in Kahlil Gibran 

selected poems. 

 

E. Technique of Data Analysis 

The data were analyzed by Laurence Perrine‟s theory (1992) about types of 

imagery. Perrine stated types of imagery are visual imagery, olfactory imagery, 

auditory imagery, gustatory imagery, organic imagery, tactile imagery, and 

kinesthetic imagery. And to get the purposes conveyed through the poem, the 

researcher analyzed the imagery in the poems by using qualitative method 

(Hancock, 2002: 2). In order to analyze purposes conveyed by the use of image in 

poems, researcher used imagery theory by Laurence Perrine. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 This chapter consists of findings and discussion of the research. In here, 

the researcher would like to show deep explanation clearly of types of imagery 

and purposes of use of imagery conveyed in selected poems. 

A. Findings 

Researcher focused on two problem statements and after reading regularly 

of the selected poems. They are types of imagery using by the poet and purposes 

that conveyed through using of kinds of imagery in poems. 

In here, researcher found kinds of imagery in three poems of Kahlil 

Gibran‟s selected poem, which highlighted into the table. Here the list of 

abbreviations below: 

1. D=Datum, 

2. L=Line, 

3. S=Stanza, 

4. V=Visual imagery, 

5. A=Auditory imagery,  

6. Ol=Olfactory imagery, 

7. G=Gustatory imagery, 

8. T=Tactile imagery, 

9. Or=Organic imagery, 

10. K=Kinesthetic imagery. 
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1. Types of imagery found in Kahlil Gibran’s selected poems 

 

Selected Poems Lyrics Types of Imagery 

V A Ol G T Or K 

Love 1. Then said 

Almitra, Speak to 

us of Love.  

 √      

2. And he raised his 

head and looked 

upon the people. 

√       

3. And there fell 

stillness upon 

them. 

    √   

4. And with a great 

voice he said. 

  √      

5. And when his 

wings enfold you 

yield to him. 

 √       

6. Though the 

sword hidden  

√       

7.  Among his 

pinions may 

wound you. 

     √  

8. As the north wind 

lays waste the 

garden. 

(D=1/S=1/L=1-8) 

√       

1. For even as love 

crowns you. 

√       
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2. So shall he 

crucify you. 

     √  

3. And caresses 

your tenderest 

branches. 

    √   

4. He threshes you.     √   

5. To make you 

naked. 

√       

6. He grinds you.      √  

7.  To whiteness. 

(D=2/S=2/L=9-17) 

√       

1. But if in your 

fear you would 

seek only love’s 

peace and love’s 

pleasure. 

     √  

2. Then it is better 

for you that you 

cover your 

nakedness 

√       

3.  And pass out of 

love’s threshing-

floor 

      √ 
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4. Into the 

seasonless world 

where you shall 

laugh, but not all 

of your laughter, 

and weep, but not 

all of your tears. 

(D=3/S=3/L=18-24) 

     √  

1. But if you love 

and must needs 

have desires. 

     √  

2. To melt and       √  

3. Be like a running 

brook  

√       

4. That sings its 

melody to the 

night.  

 √      

5. To know the pain 

of too much 

tenderness 

     √  

6. To be wounded       √  

7. By your own 

understanding of 

love. 

     √  

8. And to bleed 

willingly and 

joyfully. 

     √  

9. To wake at dawn       √ 

10. With a winged 

heart and give 

√       
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thanks for another 

day of loving. 

11. To rest at the 

noon hour and 

meditate love‟s 

ecstasy. 

     √  

12. To return home at 

eventide with 

gratitude. 

     √  

13. And then to sleep 

with a prayer for 

the beloved in 

your heart.  

      √ 

14. And a song of 

praise upon your 

lips. 

     (D=4/S=4/L=25-36) 

 √      

Eating and Drinking 1. Then an old man, 

a keeper of an 

inn, said. 

 √      

2. Would that you 

could live on the 

fragrance of the 

earth. 

  √     
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3. And let your 

board stand an 

altar on which the 

pure and the 

innocent of forest 

and plain are 

sacrificed for that 

which is purer 

and still more 

innocent in man. 

      (D=1/S=1/L=1-4) 

√       

1. When you kill a 

beast say to him 

in your heart. 

 √      

2. By the same 

power that slays 

you, I too am 

slain; and I too 

shall be 

consumed. 

     √  

3. For the law that 

delivered you into 

my hand shall 

deliver me into a 

mightier hand. 

    √   
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4. Your blood and 

my blood is 

naught but the sap 

that feeds the tree 

of heaven. 

     (D=2/S=2/L=5-8) 

     √  

1. And when you 

crush an apple 

with your teeth. 

   √    

2.  Say to it in your 

heart. 

 √      

3. Your seeds shall 

live in my body. 

√       

4. And the buds of 

your tomorrow 

shall blossom in 

my heart. 

√       

5. And your 

fragrance shall 

be my breath. 

  √     

6. And together we 

shall rejoice 

through all the 

seasons. 

     √  

7. And in the 

autumn. 

    √   
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8. When you gather 

the grapes of 

your vineyard for 

the winepress, say 

in your heart. 

      √ 

9. I too am a 

vineyard, and my 

fruit shall be 

gathered for the 

winepress. 

√       

10. And like new 

wine 

   √    

11.  I shall be kept in 

eternal vessels. 

√       

12. And in winter.     √   

13. When you draw 

the wine. 

   √    

14. Let there be in 

your heart a song 

for each cup. 

 √      

15. And let there be 

in the song 

 √      

16.  A remembrance 

for the autumn 

days. 

 

    √   

17. And for the 

vineyard, and for 

the winepress 

      (D=3/S=3/L=9-18)   

√       
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Marriage 1. Then Almitra 

spoke again and 

said, And what of 

Marriage, master? 

 √      

2. And he answered 

saying. 

 √      

3. You shall be 

together when the 

white wings of 

death scatter your 

days. 

√       

4. Aye, you shall be 

together even in 

the silent 

memory of God. 

     √  

5. And let the winds 

of the heavens 

dance between 

you.  

 (D=1/S=1/L=1-6) 

    √   

1. Love one another, 

but make not a 

bond of love. 

 

     √  

2. Let it rather be a 

moving sea 

between the 

shores of your 

souls. 

√       
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3. Fill each other’s 

cup but drink not 

from one cup. 

√       

4. Give one another 

of your bread but 

eat not from the 

same loaf.  

√       

5. Sing and.  √      

6. Dance together.       √ 

7. And be joyous.       √  

8. But let each one 

of you be alone. 

     √  

9. Even as the 

strings of a lute 

are alone through 

they quiver with 

the same music.  

     (D=2/S=2/L=7-12) 

 √      

1. For only the hand 

of Life can 

contain your 

hearts. 

√       

2. And stand 

together yet not 

too near together. 

√       

3. For the pillars of 

the temple stand 

apart. 

√       
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4. And the oak tree 

and the cypress 

grow not in each 

other’s shadow. 

     (D=3/S=3/L=13-17) 

√       

 

 

2. The purposes conveyed through the image used in Kahlil Gibran’s 

selected poems 

In order to get the purposes from the selected poems, researcher analyzed 

the poem by using the theory of imagery as approach of this research. In prior 

finding, the researcher got the kinds of imagery in the poems. Researcher 

applied imagery theory to get the purposes conveyed in the poems. 

a. Love  

After compared the data found in poem entitled love, the most dominant 

imagery is organic imagery and visual imagery.  Dominant side imagery 

becomes indicators in interpreting the purposes conveyed in the poems as 

showed in Datum 1, 2, 3, and 4 of finding. 

Reader in general and researcher as the reader found that in first, second, 

third and fourth stanzas. Gibran appeals the hearing sense when one of the 

Orphalese villagers Almitra asks Al Mustafa‟s teaching of love. The first 

stanza of poem regard with the true purpose of love, how love must be involve 

in; Al Mustafa with a great voice said when love beckons to you, follow him. 

Follow him means to enhance our mind and understanding about love even 
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though love is hard and give hurt to human like though the sword hidden 

among his pinions may wound you; may hurt you whenever it could hurt us. 

Gibran emphasizes about trust and believing in love. 

Stanzas further tells us when love crown or make you happy, love could 

change to be poignant, can hurt people with his sword behind among his 

pinions. Gibran talks about the love in God, and then he assigns you to his 

sacred fire, that you may become sacred bread for God’s sacred feast. 

Assign you to his sacred fire means the paths, the hard, the sadness as the 

sacred fire to purify us. You may become sacred bread for God‟s sacred feast 

as the purpose of life to close and to realize about God who created human. 

Love towards God is affirmed in lyric when you love you should not say, 

‘God is in my heart, ‘but rather, ‘I am in the heart of God.’ 

b. Eating and Drinking 

Gibran here tells us about the wisdom of what we eat and drink‟ we 

consume every day. Would that you could live on the fragrance of the 

earth, and like an air plant be sustained by the light. Gibran asks us how we 

live for and in what purpose, would that you live on fragrance; would you live 

in goodness and happy way since in mind and our deeds.   

By the same power that slays you, I too am slain; and I too shall be 

consumed. For the law that delivered you into my hand shall deliver me 

into a mightier hand. By the same power means as God power that make us 

able to conquer what we could eat, like beef, cow, vegetable, water, and so on. 
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All of us will be consumed also by earth. For the law (God) that delivered you 

into my hand shall deliver me into Mightier hand (God); body will die on earth 

but our spirit that which is purer and still more innocent in man will back 

fly in God. Gibran emphasizes about the wisdom of what we consume and the 

way we live and interact to foods that we eat in every moments in life. 

c. Marriage 

Almitra asks to Al Mustafa; The Prophet about the meaning of marriage. In 

Gibran view, marriage doesn‟t make us to melt in it entirely. Love teaches to 

support and help each other, you were born together and together you shall 

be for evermore even in marriage there are white wings of death scatter your 

dreams. There are many problems, difficulty and sadness that scatter, or 

destroy your couple‟s plans, marriage as a medium to solve the difficulty 

altogether to reach peacefulness, love, hope, and all affection in marriage. 

Even marriage elicits the closeness, Gibran sends message that every 

couple must know that marriage also need loneliness, as said in love one 

another, but make not a bond of love then it says sing and dance together 

and be joyous, but let each one of you be alone. Love another, sing, dance, 

and go with all positive activities but stay give loneliness, an empty space in 

each of couple; a space for loving God and space to love yourself. Gibran 

affirms let there be spaces in your togetherness in your honor marriage. All 

of these poems teach us about philosophy of love, eating and drinking, and also 

the way we involve in marriage relations. 
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B. Discussion 

The next step in this research is discussion. In this discussion, Researcher 

explained data have found in prior findings. Moreover, in this research chapter the 

researcher discusses the types of imagery that found and purposes conveyed in 

Kahlil Gibran‟s selected poems. 

 

a. Love 

This poem lyric, researcher found several words, phrases, and sentences 

which function as the representation of kinds of imagery. The data analysis as 

following here: 

 

1) Datum 1 

a. Visual Imagery 

In datum 1, poet wrote regard with the ideas which focused on a 

figure called as Al Mustafa; the chosen one; a prophet who has lived in 

a foreign city of Orphalese for 12 years and is about to board a ship 

which will carry him home. He stopped by a group of people, with 

whom he discusses topics such as life and the human situation. Al 

Mustafa asked by Almitra to speak about what love is.  

It begins when Almitra, who asks Al Mustafa to speak to them 

(villager of Orphalese) of love, there is indicator “and he raised his 

head and looked upon the people, and when his wings enfold you, 

yield to him, though the sword hidden, as the north wind lays waste 
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the garden”, these indicators directly stimulate the reader‟s sight. 

There is someone who “raises his own head”, and “sees” to group of 

people to teach about love after that he explains the love which has 

“wings” and “sword” that hidden among his pinions and then there is 

personification which Gibran uses when he refers to love does thing 

that just human could does, it shows in indicator “as the north wind 

lays waste the garden”. All of these are visual imagery that conjures 

up mind to see something. To see a head that raises/moves, see 

someone who is seeing something, wings, sword and hurricane (north 

wind which is anger).  

b. Auditory Imagery 

In here, there are indicators which begin of story when Almitra asks 

Al Mustafa to speak about love. It can be seen in some indicators “then 

said Almitra, speak to us of love”, which Almitra asks Al Mustafa to 

speak which stimulate reader to has imagery of sound of someone who 

will speak something, and then “and with a great voice” as indicator 

that Al Mustafa starts to say what love is according to his point of view 

as an advices for Orphalese villager. 

c. Olfactory Imagery = No data found. 

d. Gustatory Imagery = No data found. 

e. Tactile Imagery  

Tactile appears in phrase “and there fell stillness upon them”, this 

indicator shows that there a condition in which the villager is silent 
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when Al Mustafa raises his head and looks toward them to speak about 

his wisdoms about love. 

f. Organic Imagery 

Organic imagery found in indicator “among his pinions may 

wound you”, here there is an organic feeling sensation which could be 

happen when someone in loving cause many situations of love. 

g. Kinesthetic Imagery = No data found. 

 

2) Datum 2 

a. Visual Imagery 

In datum 2, there is “for even as love crowns you”, “to make you 

naked”, and “to whiteness” as the indicator of sight. It is become a 

personification that love crowns or put something in someone‟s head, 

which stimulate the sense of sight in mind. And also make us imagine 

that someone is naked and has white color in his/her body.  

b. Auditory Imagery = No data found. 

c. Olfactory Imagery = No data found. 

d. Gustatory imagery = No data found. 

e. Tactile Imagery 

Tactile imagery as the image that represents of hardness, wetness, 

softness found in line “and caresses your tenderest branches” and 

“he threshes you” as indicator that makes reader to feel if love fondles 
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or touches the tenderest branches; the parts of body like hands, face, 

shoulder and so on. 

f. Organic Imagery 

Organic imagery as the organic feeling sensation of human occurs 

in indicator “so shall he crucify you”, and “he grinds you” that 

represent an imagination if reader crucified by a sharp of sword and 

grinds reader‟s body is fine and pulverized. 

g. Kinesthetic Imagery = No data found. 

 

3) Datum 3 

a. Visual Imagery 

Visual exists in sentences “then it is better for you that you cover 

your nakedness” which bring us to imagine someone who has no 

clothes and need to cover their nakedness. It is stimulate sense of seeing 

and bring reader to catch the image of it. 

b. Auditory Imagery = No data found. 

c. Olfactory Imagery = No data found. 

d. Gustatory Imagery = No data found. 

e. Tactile Imagery = No data found. 

f. Organic Imagery 

“But if in your fear you would seek only love’s peace and love’s 

pleasure” which become a reader‟s internal feeling of fear, peace, and 

pleasure. There also “into the seasonless world where you shall 
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laugh, but not all of your laughter, and weep, but not all of your 

tears” as the feeling of expression laugh and weep or crying.  

g. Kinesthetic Imagery 

In the phrase “and pass out of love’s threshing-floor” which 

become indicator of movement, a move of legs to turn out from 

threshing-floor. And stimulate reader to think that there is somebody 

passes out from a path of somewhere. 

 

4) Datum 4 

a. Visual Imagery 

The sense of sight in datum 4 found in “be like a running brook” 

and “with winged heart and give thanks for another day of loving”, 

running brook brings reader to imagine the river which is running in its 

swift and winged heart as the literary devices to draw if love (abstract) 

has wings to fly. 

b. Auditory Imagery 

The sense of sound found in datum 4 in which written in lyrics of 

poem “that sings its melody to the night” then written also “and a 

song of praise upon your lips”. Indicators such as sing its melody and 

a song of praise become characteristics of auditory imagery which 

indicate of sense of sound that can be heard.    

c. Olfactory Imagery = No data found. 

d. Gustatory Imagery = No data found. 
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e. Tactile Imagery = No data found. 

f. Organic Imagery 

Datum 4 consists of “but if you love and must needs have 

desires”, “to melt and”, “to know the pain of too much tenderness”, 

“to be wounded”, “by your understanding of love”, “and to bleed 

willingly and joyfully”, “to rest at the noon hour and meditate 

love’s ecstasy”, and the phrase “to return home at eventide with 

gratitude”. Those are the internal feeling that serve feeling, that is the 

experiences of reader when read the poem that presented by Gibran. 

g. Kinesthetic Imagery 

The sense of movement found in the phrase “to wake at dawn” 

which describe and stimulate the reader about the movement of our 

body when wake at dawn time, also it detects when written “and then 

to sleep with a prayer for the beloved in your heart”. The word sleep 

indicates as movement, an activity that make reader imagine to lay 

down their body in a bed with a prayer for the beloved before fall 

asleep. 

In the poem of love Kahlil Gibran sends messages of the pure of 

love. How do we as human should involves in pure relation, pure 

helping, affection and mystic view toward the love‟s relationship 

between human with human, human to nature, and human with God 

relation. Nahdhiyah in her thesis mention that Gibran philosophy of 

love emphasizes that love is God‟s manifestation, and love is stronger 
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than death, it calls universality, and characteristic of love is forgiveness 

attitude. Researcher, conduct the reading toward Gibran‟s love and find 

that Gibran is a poet who bring the satisfaction toward the pure of love. 

Even according to Nahdhiyah, love teaches all those characteristics but 

there is no explanation about how Gibran‟s love intention to apply in 

live.  

Researcher find that love according Gibran indeed is a priori, that is 

something or element of human being which undivided and exist in 

human soul since the God blows our soul in us. But, related with it, 

since God created human, since that time human has obligation find 

back the God existence in universe or external world and find back in 

our solitude soul.  

Gibran in truth, when he talking toward love, it means he talking 

about how do we find our existence, as Jean Paul Sartre emphasizes 

that how do we make relation with our a priori element (love) to find 

out the purpose of our live; self-actualization, social-actualization, 

nature-actualization, and God-actualization. Those purposes of life are 

realization of human existence in earth. We have obligation as long as 

we use our capabilities, abilities, and all quality to actual it without 

saying wait and stop. 

Gibran‟s love intention is God itself. We could not apply entirely 

what Gibran said in our social relations (human with human relation). 

Gibran talking about that does love has to rational or irrational (love is 
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not logical and rational). In researcher‟s view, love is rational toward 

among human relations in other side, it is need no logical when our 

relation in God. For example, human could not forget his/her needs to 

give all his stuffs even though s/he is in love with a couple and other 

people. We will always need our ratio to make decision in our life, that 

the way why love in among human relation need rational decision. In 

other side, God no need human giving or desires, God is needed by 

human. In God relation with human, human needs love to close with 

their Creator. As in one of love biggest story between Layla and 

Majnun love is drawing perfectly, Majnun did not love with human, as 

representative by Layla; Majnun is talking and falling in love with God. 

In the story Layla is the name for represents God. Same with Gibran, 

even though in many lyrics poem Gibran talked about the 

characteristics of love. But in holistic love poem, Gibran in truth is 

talking about God. Researcher finds that what and all the activity that 

human being potentially to conduct or do is must be attach with love in 

order to take the God‟s happy (God bless), including when human make 

relation among of them. In our live, love is gradual, in the many and 

kinds of situations sometimes we must use our rational and must use 

our irrational consideration. For example, we can give food to other 

people even we are starving but although in that situation we have used 

our ratio that we can handle that situation and believe with other chance 
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to fulfill our starving. It is use ratio and in the same time it is for our 

love and happiness after fulfill need of others. 

Once more, Gibran emphasizes the trust and belief towards love. It 

is not love between man and man; it is how we give what we have to 

the entity that created the Man and Universe. Gibran shows how 

actually human should be has love in their love and change the 

perception about love. Love is not a marketable goods, short-relation, 

and just talks about having sex, and with temptation of sex desires, 

Gibran emphasizes that love is pure and more pure. Haidar Bagir 

emphasizes toward the relationship between love and religion said that 

indeed love is religion and religion is love. As the Immanuel Kant 

emphasizes that science and ratio cannot penetrate the noumena 

(noumena is a term for all the things that can be exist and not in our 

experience world or in phenomena. Noumena is what all the things that 

appear or we can experience it in belief and imaginations) because it is 

a place that believes is located in it. 
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b. Eating and Drinking 

The lyrics of Eating and Drinking poem become the next datum. Here, 

researcher found some types of imagery that represent in lyrics poem. 

1) Datum 1 

a. Visual Imagery 

“And let your board stand an altar on which the pure and the 

innocent of forest and plain are sacrificed for that which is purer 

and still more innocent in man”, the word of board, forest, and plain 

indicate as the visual imagery. Reader imagines through poem that 

there are views of wooden board stand for build an altar, forest which is 

clean and fresh, and a plain or valley that is delightful to see. 

b. Auditory Imagery 

Auditory imagery found in line “then an old man, a keeper of an 

inn, said”, this line indicates that it is an audio sense of sound imagery. 

It is appear in mind if there is an old man who says in asking about the 

purpose or meaning of eating and drinking. 

c. Olfactory Imagery 

The sense of smelling “would that you could live on the 

fragrance of the earth” as the indicator of smell of fragrance of soil or 

earth, stimulate reader to feel of the like perfume of earth.  

d. Gustatory Imagery = No data found. 

e. Tactile Imagery = No data found. 

f. Organic Imagery = No data found.  
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g. Kinesthetic Imagery = No data found. 

   

2) Datum 2 

a. Visual Imagery = No data found. 

b. Auditory Imagery 

This datum, researcher found an audio or sense of sound in “when 

you kill a beast say to him in your heart”, there is a word say which 

regard with speaking that produce the sound even in heart of someone.  

c. Olfactory Imagery = No data found. 

d. Gustatory Imagery = No data found. 

e. Tactile Imagery 

“For the law that delivered you into my hand shall deliver me 

into a mightier hand” is a phrase that conveyed the hardness or 

touching. Reader feels that in the word my hand suggests a touch of 

something, an animal (beast). 

f. Organic Imagery  

 Gibran stimulates reader of his poem toward “by the same power 

that slays you, I too am slain; and I too shall be consumed. Your 

blood and my blood is naught but the sap that feeds the tree of 

heaven”, which describe about the slay or cutting our body and human 

should be consumed, blood and tree as the words that indicate the 

organic internal feeling that can be feel by the reader or hearer of the 

poem‟s lyric. 
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3) Datum 3 

a. Visual Imagery 

“Your seeds shall live in my body. And the buds of your 

tomorrow shall blossom in my heart” there are indicator such as seed, 

buds and the growing of seed that blossom in reader‟s heart. Obviously, 

there are kinds of word that has its meaning or contain meaning and 

concept. All of these then become image that appear in human mind.  

I too am a vineyard, and my fruit shall be gathered for the 

winepress. I shall be kept in eternal vessels. And for the vineyard, 

and for the winepress, are the lyrics categorized as the visual imagery, 

which bring reader or hearer will imagine the vineyard, fruit, winepress 

in vessels. 

b. Auditory Imagery 

Say to it in your heart, and let there be in the song in your heart 

a song for each cup. Gibran asks the readers to have a praise and song 

of happy feeling when draw each cup of wine in winter. We imagine a 

there are a mental picture of someone or the reader themselves who 

sing a song in a winter days with cups of drink. 

c. Olfactory Imagery  

In poem while reader imagine in eating a n apple, readers are asked 

to say to the apple which has a good fragrant with lyric says “and your 

fragrance shall be my breath”. It is really evoke a smile of something, 

it is indicator become olfactory imagery, evoke sense of smell. 
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d. Gustatory Imagery 

And when you crush an apple with your teeth. and like new 

wine, you draw the wine. It becomes indicator of taste of something, 

and absolutely evokes reader to imagine if they crush an apple and 

imagine that reader drinks a new wine since in mind. 

e. Tactile Imagery 

In the winter and a remembrance for the autumn days. reader 

imagines of the days of situation of autumn with its temperature and the 

days of winter in which the temperature is cold. Gibran directly evokes 

the experiences of autumn and winter that reader had has and stimulates 

the images of them. 

f. Organic Imagery 

The next lyric of poem evokes the experience of human in internal 

organic feeling which written as and together we shall rejoice 

through all the seasons. The feeling rejoice become indicator of 

internal feeling, an happy moment of life of reader which evoke by the 

poet. 

g. Kinesthetic Imagery 

Kinesthetic imagery arises in the phrase, when you gather the 

grapes of your vineyard for the winepress which evoke of the 

movement of someone who pick or gather the grapes in vineyard. It is 

stimulate reader‟s mind to image the activity of picking grapes fruit. 
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In poem of eating and drinking Gibran emphasizes that live is not 

about eat and drink, we are just consume and constantly consume all 

the food and water. As the bread and grape are the food and water as 

the liquid entity that needed by our body and live, we have to have a 

respectful and deep understanding toward what we eat and drink, we 

are not just eat the bread like the chicken eats corns. Human has 

logical-mind that differentiates us from animal and plants. Researcher 

assumes that Gibran tried to bring us to a deep understanding based on 

his thought toward life, especially meaning and purpose of eating and 

drinking activity. His thought teaches us that we live on earth with all 

activities, but there would be a day that we shall be kept in eternal 

vessels; eternal in heaven of God. Does every human being will back in 

God‟s paradise? It is back in the doctrines of each religion on earth or a 

human‟s beliefs in life. But, researcher believes that paradise is just for 

people who always establishes the humanity, morality, and harmony in 

this short-life.  

Eating and drinking in Gibran‟s world view elaborate the function 

and relationship of human towards nature as represents by activity of 

eating and drinking. Will we eat, drink, and consume all the things in 

the universe and die by time without know the function and purpose of 

our relationship with what we eat every moment day?  

Gibran reminds us that even though food, vegetable, water, and etc. 

as our needs to fulfill energy and strength every day. Actually what we 
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eat every day has an entity as itself. They live and doing 

photosynthesis, metabolism, hormones and all the things that happen as 

well happen as in our body. Foods, air, and water give us life, as they 

are digested and absorbed by our metabolism mechanism. It does not 

stop in that process and function; they have function as a reminder and 

sign of the final process of human and nature to meet the Mightier 

Hand.   

Gibran said in his poem lyrics that there is the innocent of forest 

and plain that sacrificed for a purer and still innocent in man. There is 

forest and plain (sources of food, air, and water) that eaten by man for 

humanity‟s actualization when they live on earth.  
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c. Marriage 

The last poem that is marriage researcher found the lyrics of poem which 

used the types of imagery in several structure of lyrics poem.  

 

1) Datum 1 

a. Visual Imagery 

You shall be together when the white wings of death scatter 

your days, is the lyric of poem which evoke the sight. It elicits the 

image of something, reader imagines the white wings. The lyric gives a 

color of white and a pair of wings in mind of reader or hearer. 

b. Auditory Imagery 

Then Almitra spoke again and said, And what of Marriage, 

master?, And he answered saying, here Gibran elicits kind of 

experience of human towards of someone who answers and speaks 

something. It is auditory imagery, which represent of sound.  

c. Olfactory Imagery = No data found. 

d. Gustatory Imagery = No data found. 

 

e. Tactile Imagery 

And let the winds of the heavens dance between you, is the mild 

of wind which brings the temperature of mildness of season which felt 

by the reader of the poem. Gibran emphasizes the temperature which 

become the experience of human in daily live.  
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f. Organic Imagery 

Aye, you shall be together even in the silent memory of God. 

Here Gibran uses the internal feeling aspect in conveyed the experience 

of togetherness of couple who fell in love each other. There is a strong 

feeling of love, a true love in reader‟s internal feeling. Gibran uses that 

lyric in order to rethink back the experience of love, an organic feeling. 

g. Kinesthetic Imagery = No data found. 

 

2) Datum 2 

a. Visual Imagery 

Let it rather be a moving sea between the shores of your souls. 

Fill each other’s cup but drink not from one cup. Give one another 

of your bread but eat not from the same loaf. Visual imagery exists 

in those lyrics by using the literary devices of moving sea, shores, cup, 

bread, and loaf. It is stimulate reader‟s mind to imagine them directly. 

b. Auditory Imagery 

Sing; as the instruction for couples in which to have a song in their 

relationship, then Gibran continues, even as the strings of a lute are 

alone through they quiver with the same music, there are an activity 

of singing and sound of quiver from lute in the lyric and it then evokes 

the imagery of sound to reader‟s mind. 

c. Olfactory Imagery 

d. Gustatory Imagery 

e. Tactile Imagery 

f. Organic Imagery 
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Organic imagery as the represents of internal feeling of human 

being represented in lyrics love one another, but make not a bond of 

love and be joyous but let each one of you be alone that consider 

reader to has the love, joyous, and feeling of alone in each of couple‟s 

hearts. It is evoke reader‟s internal feeling based on the lyrics poem. 

g. Kinesthetic Imagery 

The image of movement exists in lyric dance together. Dance as 

the activity of movements clearly represents the kinesthetic image for 

the reader who listens and reads the poem. In other word, it is stimulate 

reader about the way reader has experience of dance in life. It is 

kinesthetic imagery by the indicator of word; dance. 

 

3) Datum 3 

a. Visual Imagery 

Sight experiences are presented by Gibran in his poem lyrics for 

only the hand of Life can contain your hearts. And stand together 

yet not too near together. For the pillars of the temple stand apart. 

And the oak tree and the cypress grow not in each other’s shadow. 

Gibran presents the sight of hand, stand, and pillars of the temple, and 

then shows reader of his poem about the view of the oak tree and the 

cypress. 

b. Auditory Imagery = No data found. 

c. Olfactory Imagery = No data found. 

d. Gustatory Imagery = No data found. 

e. Tactile Imagery = No data found. 

f. Organic Imagery = No data found. 
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g. Kinesthetic Imagery = No data found. 

Gibran in his poem entitled Marriage tells us about the wisdom of 

what we eat and drink‟ we consume every day. Would that you could 

live on the fragrance of the earth, and like an air plant be sustained by 

the light. Marriage becomes the medium of get perfection quality of life 

level. Gibran asks us how we live for and in what purpose, would that 

you live on fragrance; would you live in goodness and happy way since 

in mind and our deeds, start with positive little things and go with a 

bigger things. Marriage is a medium to get the affections, love, care, 

and help, and solve about the problem of live in couple relation than 

legalizing marriage for just having sex or short-relation, a pragmatic 

view. As his philosophy of Love, poem of Marriage also has the same 

philosophy; marriage is not enough, but with love marriage will full of 

the happiness as human beliefs in couple and God.  

Researcher interprets that Gibran mention if married as the medium 

of communication, trust, and helping between a man and woman who 

want to discover the happiness. Collaboration in a marriage institution 

will help a couple to face all the world things together and get the 

satisfaction of a relationship between couple. Togetherness solve 

problem than one do something alone. That is why Gibran said that 

they (couple) of marriage were born together and by togetherness they 

will be evermore in life and indeed love in a marriage is stronger than 
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even death come. Death just separates the distance but love and 

affections separate no distances. 

Gibran uses figure of speech as literary devices to convey the 

message of his poems. For example he uses an analogy of marriage 

relation with a string that has its entity alone but when meet with 

another string, there would be a nice music through the quiver of lute. 

A togetherness, cooperation that each of person in a couple understand, 

listening, reading, helping and etc. that all of this we can find in the 

enormous purpose of marriage relation. Gibran with his world view 

toward love, eating and drinking, and marriage has distinctive and 

philosophical discourse message and he is heartily remarkable poet and 

thinker. But researcher rather to say that he is a Sufi. 

Gibran said in his poem When you are joyous, look deep into 

your heart and you shall find it is only that which has given you 

sorrow that is giving you joy. When you are sorrowful look again in 

your heart, and you shall see that in truth you are weeping for that 

which has been your delight. Those lyrics become critics and irony 

that Gibran warns us to think that happiness and sorrowful is still same 

all the time, nothing is changed. Therefore, life is nothing if we life 

without happiness and sorrowful with God. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the finding and discussion in prior chapter, researcher concludes 

that; 

 

1. There are seven types of imagery found in Kahlil Gibran‟s selected poems, 

includes are visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, tactile, organic, and 

kinesthetic imagery through the use of images in structure of lyrics poems.  

The most dominant imagery is visual and organic imagery. Here the 

following types of imagery found in titles of poems: 

 

a. The poem entitled Love, researcher found kinds of imagery, such as 

from most dominant to less imagery respectively are organic, visual, 

auditory, tactile, and kinesthetic imagery. Meanwhile, in love poem 

lyrics in which olfactory and also gustatory imagery didn‟t find. 

b. The poem entitled Eating and Drinking, researcher found the data of 

poems which consists of dominant to less imagery respectively; visual, 

olfactory, tactile, auditory, gustatory, organic, and kinesthetic imagery 

in structure of poem‟s lyrics. 

c. The poem of Marriage, researcher found from dominant to less 

imagery respectively; visual, auditory, organic, tactile, and kinesthetic 

imagery in poems based on the data finding. In marriage poems lyrics 
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researcher didn‟t find olfactory and gustatory imagery that used in 

poems. 

 

2. Researcher also found the purposes conveyed through analyzed each of 

poem‟s titles after researcher found the types of imagery of poems: 

a. In the Love poem, poet tried to tell readers regard with the purpose of 

love; that is a trust each other of couple and trust in mightier God. 

b. In the Eating and Drinking, poet expressed to tell readers about the 

purpose of what we eat and drink, remind reader to have a good life, 

and invite reader to re-think about the innocent of purer spirit; spirit 

who will go back in God. 

c. In the Marriage, Gibran tried to tell readers toward philosophy of love; 

togetherness, loneliness, trust, and consciousness in couple mainly 

toward God existence. 
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B. Suggestion 

After researcher done the research finding and discussion, this analysis 

research serve understanding of how the use of implicit words or phrases 

especially imagery used and meaning of every sentence lyrics in poems. In 

this thesis, researcher focused on imagery analysis of its types and purposes of 

each poem‟s structure. The suggestions after this research are: 

1.  For the researcher, this research hoped can be a new knowledge and 

invite other researcher to study imagery and other aspect could be 

more developed in next research. 

2. For the reader, this research can be one of the treasures of literary 

studies or references for analyzes and understanding about poetry. 

Researcher hopes that it can be give readers a value, thoughts, and 

other positive impacts in how evaluate and appreciate the literary 

works, analyze it, and perform the literary values in our daily lives.  

3. For the lecturer, this research hoped can stimulate lecturers and mainly 

literature department‟ lecturers to conduct the research in same topics 

and render this research as the material in teaching and learning toward 

literature to their college students. 
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